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Town Meeting 9/10/19 

Chair: Henry H 

Co-chair: Kidus 

Secretary: Jack D 

 

Precursors: 

SAB: 9/19 Vote for officers, purpose of SAB, 

town meeting after students will report 

about what happened. At the end of the year 

you can be elected to be a SAB 

representative.  

Staff Meeting: No staff meetings 

Class Meetings: None yet 

 

Announcements: 

Club leaders come to HIVE Meeting - This 

upcoming HIVE activity fair will be 

discussed. In the gym club leaders will 

advertise their clubs with boards or posters. 
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Come to Anuraag’s room next Monday 

during lunch.  

 

Senior Terrace Movies - Movies on the 

terraces for fundraising. Making the new 

building feel more like home. Any teachers 

interested in chaperoning? Need two or 

three. See Liliana Dunn. No problem 

getting onto terraces considering it would 

be an evening event. As of right now, there 

is no date for the event.  

 

Current members of NHS come to room 

401 at lunch today to talk about induction 

ceremony.  

 

Direct question of advertising clubs, HIVE 

proposing school bulletin boards.  

Songwriting club meets Tuesdays at lunch. 
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Looking for student leaders of book clubs. 

Middle schoolers have opportunity to join 

TAB.  

 

Yearbook club near art room, talk to Ellen 

Hart 

Motions: (Discussion and then 

voting) 

HIVE Activity Fair September 26, 

considering using the gym. Would need it 

for B Block. Would prop the posters against 

the walls instead of using tables which 

prevents some clubs from being missed. 

*passed* 

 

Memorabilia Committee - a mixed 

committee of memorabilia and wall space. 

Where to hang things from the old 
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building? Art classes have a number of 

murals that want to be hung up. Meet 

quickly this week to determine where things 

should go. Would come back to TM to 

propose these ideas where it would be 

approved. I block on Thursday on the 

Atrium steps. How do people sign up for it? 

There will be a sign up next to Casey’s 

office. Staples and tacks are the main way of 

hanging things up now due to paint ripping 

off from tape. *Passed* 

 

HB Students for swings - the terraces are 

not that much fun. Swings and hammocks 

proposed to combat this. Motion to put 

swings for students on the terraces. Maybe 

bean bags and such would be a more viable 

solution. Seating on the terraces should be a 

first priority. Not a lot of shade or things to 
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cover students on the terraces. There are 

other funding streams for furniture on the 

terraces. What are the options? Need to 

look more into this. Is there anybody who’s 

interested in chairing a committee to 

propose ideas to TM in order to use more 

funding streams. We also don’t want to 

make a lot more work for our custodians. 

No trash cans on the terrace, email being 

sent to move some closer. “...It’d be 

awesome if we could swing it.” -Our lovely 

physics teacher. We need to think about 

Shriver, furniture or ideas that are friendly 

to them. *Friendly amendment to make this 

more of a committee, accepted*. New ideas 

being proposed to TM greatly appreciated. 

If you disagree, you can put yourself on the 

speakers list. Concern about the way our 

school is portrayed. Some equipment for 
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the enjoyment of our students not bad, in 

the spirit of HB. Reputation of being a kind 

community where people can be 

themselves. *Motion to close the speakers 

list, passed.* Park benches to use outside. 

How is the committee going to be made? 

Once motion is passed there will be more 

talks over the structure of it. *Motion 

passed*  

 

Discussions: 

School Bulletin Boards - we can probably 

table this motion for now. It’s been 

discussed prior. *Tabled* 

 

Murals and Exhibit Space - *Tabled* 

 

Spots for Photo - *Tabled*  

*Motion to adjourn, passed*  
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